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What is Bitcoin? I find that this question is coming up
a bit these days, especially within and outside the halls
of Sowell Management. One finds oneself wondering
if this is that “canary in the coal mine” moment? In
fact, I fight the urge to ask my Uber driver what his
analysis of cryptocurrency and Ethereum or for the
next hot crypto tip. At Sowell, it is our responsibility to
answer far more important questions like “When can I
retire?” or even “Can I retire?” or finally, “What should
I invest in and how should I invest?”
“What is Bitcoin?” or even ‘What is crypto?” is a
far more intricate answer and that already may be
telling. The answer involves concepts around trust,
blockchain technology, public distributed ledger
system, and secured cryptography on a peer-to-peer
network. Huh? Not to be outdone, there is “mining”
and “wallets” – though not the kind that comes to
mind. Taxed as “property” by the IRS, tool of choice
for criminal activity, like ransomware, and the inventor
nom de plume Satoshi Nakamoto. There is so much
here that we won’t cover in this piece. But what we
will cover is the words and assumptions that people
are making when thinking about how Bitcoin would
fit in an investment portfolio designed to be there at
retirement. Simply not what is Bitcoin, but what does
it replace or how does it fit based on its description?
First thing we hear is Bitcoin is a currency– even
better a “digital currency.” Currency has been around
for 5,000 years and has taken many forms starting
with shells and beads, easily traded items, and then
coins with specific values. The key value was that
this agreed upon and standardized form allowed for
an exchange system rather than trading items and
services through barter. An allocation to currency
doesn’t fit into a long-term investment portfolio as
a means for returns in most scenarios. In fact, given
quick and easy access to your currency, rather than
the lost opportunity cost when you “invest” it, there is
no requirement for a return, think time value of money
(TVM). In this case, we see no basis to invest long term
in a currency, digital or otherwise, “cash is trash.”
More importantly, current currency is used to pay bills
and purchases through the “exchange system” and
stability is paramount. In its short history, five years
roughly, Bitcoin’s value has been far from stable and
far from integrated into the “exchange system.”
Bitcoin is a commodity and thus an inflation hedge.
A lot to unpack here when talking about inflation,
none of which is the fact that there are 5,000, and
rising, crypto currencies today when a few short years
ago there was less than 100. Let that “inflation” sink
in for second while we delve into the commodity
aspect of Bitcoin. Here again we have a great set of
comparisons, like gold or oil. Let’s focus on gold. First,
gold has proven uses in industry but even better, it has
a long history of value as a commodity throughout
world history. Its safe haven status has weathered the
rise and fall of civilizations, world wars, civil wars and
violent regime changes throughout the existence of

recorded history. Lastly, gold is truly mined and not
invented, check the periodic table (AU is the symbol),
and its supply is relatively known and fixed. Gold has a
cost of carry and could have a place in an investment
portfolio, but in most scenarios a very small allocation.
The value of gold being highly dependent on the
prospects of inflation, and its predominant use is as
a store of value against inflation rather than growth.
It seems to us, Bitcoin needs a much longer history
before it can replace gold. And in an ironic twist,
blockchain technology creates the transparency and
ability to create efficiencies that exactly work against
inflation.
Back to oil. One word… petrodollar. When they call
it petroBitcoin, let me know. Bitcoin is an equity.
Traditionally a stock represented an ownership position
in exchange for money whereby the company can use
that money to build a future cash flow supporting
the value of that exchange. For sure, equity shares
represent some value behind the business that these
companies represent and also the supply and demand
of these shares from buyers and sellers. Bitcoin has
this for sure. Its meteoric rise in value is driven by
supply and demand, arguably solely this dynamic.
Equity investing is best deployed by using the power
of diversification and so Bitcoin as a representative
holding within a portfolio of stocks could make
sense, however, what would be the expected return
over time? What is that risk and return expectation
based on? Typical stocks have corporate and fiduciary
responsibilities to shareholders enforced by interested
parties like the SEC and state laws. Bitcoin has none
of this and actually we have to trust in “uninterested”
parties to maintain the integrity of the blockchain
ledger. Should I be skeptical that certain parties
would be more interested in an economic incentive
of developing the next new Bitcoin? When looking at
Bitcoin through the lens of an equity investment, can
I imagine it continuing at a 408 percent annualized
return in the future? Highly unlikely. This means it’s
something you trade and is as risky as any other single
stock and should be sized accordingly.
Bitcoin is debt? Nope. Bitcoin is a new and distinct
asset class. Unsupported at this time.
Our conclusion, Bitcoin is not yet any of the above. In
no way does this mean that it wouldn’t be fun to trade
a little Bitcoin or Dogecoin but know that its place
as a significant investment is not advisable. But fear
not, even if Bitcoin is the “most disruptive technology
invented in the form of payments and currency
exchange,” you won’t be missing out. Be sure that
every other company or stock will benefit from that
disruption and the efficiencies created. In much the
same way that one dreams in one’s native language,
the financial markets of the world will still dream in
dollars – U.S. dollars.
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